
iQ Accessories



The city asks special questions about living 
with a car. Toyota accessories provide 
unique answers. They give options to 
personalise the interaction between you 
and your iQ. More style? Added luxury? 
Increased practicality? No problem, you 
have a great range to choose from. 
Reassurance? Without doubt! Each 
accessory is made with the same care as 
the iQ itself.
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Touches of style
The iQ exudes personality. Its look is fresh and 
inspirational. With Toyota style accessories you build 
on the appeal and make even more of a statement 
about how you like things to be. 

What is so important about Toyota accessories is that 
they have been designed by Toyota especially for 
Toyota cars. Installation is easy. Integration is perfect. 
Every last detail has been considered to produce a 
co-ordinated yet highly individual appearance.
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01 Roof spoiler 
 Purpose designed for  
 aerodynamic integration.

02 Side sills 
 That dash of chrome to  
 highlight the door   
 contours.

03 Exhaust pipe finisher 
 Eye-catching triangular 
 shape in a durable chrome 
 finish (applicable to 1.0  
 VVT-i & 1.4 D-4D now and  
 to 1.3l VVT-i in October  
 2009).

04 Mirror cover 
 A striking feature with a  
 stylish chrome design.

05 Fog lamp contour
 Chrome finished bezels to  
 accentuate your fog lamps.
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Dynamic
iQ; it’s an ingenious design with intriguing good looks. Yet there’s also 
flexibility. iQ accessories offer additional features to give your car that extra 
visual edge. The exclusive roof spoiler blends seamlessly to complement the 
iQ’s smooth streamlined shape. Then there are details to extend the concept. 
Chrome side sills and a chromed exhaust pipe finisher enhance the look of city 
power and style.



15” Sirius

15” Arica

Personality
There’s no better way to express personality than with exclusive Toyota iQ 
alloy wheels. You have a choice of four 15” designs, with Stella and Aurora 
coming in three different colours. Lowering springs enhance the effect by 
giving your car a distinctive low-slung look.
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15” Stella, sterling silver

15” Stella, anthracite
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01 Winter rim 
 Especially for use with  
 winter tyres.

02 Lowering springs  
 Engineered to  
 complement the   
 iQ’s shock absorbers.

03 Wheel locks 
 The rounded profile and  
 coded key help protect  
 your valuable alloys.

15” Stella, natural alloy

15” Aurora, natural alloy

15” Aurora, sterling silver

15” Aurora, anthracite



Individual
Looking good. Having style. It’s part of city thinking. Taking care. Being 
individual. Well, that’s pure Toyota. From a rear skirt or a trunk garnish to help 
with parking, Toyota accessories enhance and protect your iQ’s appeal.
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       05 Parking assist rear   
 camera    
 With its rear view camera, 
 parking assist can be  
 used only in combination  
 with a Toyota navigation  
 system.

06 Toyota parking aid   
 sensors  
 The four rear sensors are  
 colour matched to your  
 iQ’s bumper.

07 Door handle protection  
 film   
 Guards against day to day  
 scratching.

01 Rear skirt  
 A unique iQ aerodynamic  
 design (exhaust pipe  
 finisher applicable to 1.0  
 VVT-i and 1.4 D-4D now  
 and to 1.3l VVT-i in   
 October 2009).

02 Rear lower truck garnish   
 For that eye-catching  
 chrome detail.

03 Toyota parking aid system  
 When reversing, the  
 system’s rear sensors link  
 to an in-cabin alarm that  
 grows louder the closer  
 you get to an obstacle.

04 Parking assist viewing on  
 TNS510 navigation system 
 Real-time images from the  
 rear view camera can be  
 seen on the screen of the  
 optional TNS510   
 navigation.
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Special
iQ accessories reflect the reality of urban life. Wind deflectors help make that 
life special for you. They create freedom to enjoy the fresh air sensation of 
open windows without the hassle of excessive wind movement and noise. For 
your iQ, there are side mouldings to protect against accidental damage and 
mud flaps to divert spray and stone chips.
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01 Wind deflectors  
 Flawlessly matched to 
 the iQ’s aerodynamic 
 contours.

02 & 03 Mud flaps  
 A perfect fit for the iQ’s  
 front and rear wheel  
 arches.

04 Side mouldings   
 Effective protection  
 against door panel   
 damage.
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Your private space
The iQ’s startlingly spacious interior was conceived 
with style and ingenuity. The definition is superior 
quality through and through. Yet there’s more. With 
Toyota accessories you can develop the space so that 
it becomes incredibly personal. Leather upholstery? 
Foot-well illumination? You can even purify the air 
itself.

Sometimes everyone needs a little privacy amid the 
buzz of the city. With the iQ and Toyota accessories 
you can create a special place to call your own.
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Choice
iQ accessories give you flexibility. There are sporty alloy pedals, mats to 
protect your carpets, and a great range of gear shift knobs. It’s all about 
choices to create the look you want to see.
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05 Aluminium scuff plates   
 A great looking way to  
 protect door sill paintwork.

06 Illuminated scuff plates   
 Stylish practicality for  
 those dark nights.

07 Foot-well illumination    
 Convenient, practical and  
 very stylish.

01 5 gear manual shift knob  
 Sports inspired design in  
 aluminium-look and  
 leather.

02 CVT shift knob  
 A stylish chrome and  
 leather combination.

03 6 gear manual shift knob   
 Luxury finish in leather and  
 chrome.

04 Alloy pedals    
 (manual transmission and  
 LHD only) Sporty design  
 with a brushed aluminium  
 and rubber finish.
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Luxury
A Toyota leather interior for your iQ is surely the ultimate in 
urban chic. Luxury, style, comfort and practicality come together 
in a presentation that’s as good to look at as it is to sit in.

01 Leather interior  
 Top quality leather seats  
 and door panels in a design  
 compatible with side air  
 bag operation. 

02 Rubber floor mats   
 Really tough protection  
 against mud and water.

03 & 06 Reversible trunk mat     
 Luxurious velour on one  
 side and tough waterproof  
 rubber on the other. The  
 mat neatly folds around a  
 raised seat while   
 protecting the rest of the  
 rear floor.

04 Glove bag    
 Stylish and practical, the  
 glove bag is perfect for  
 neatly storing small items.08
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05 Vertical cargo net   
 Securely holds small items  
 in the boot.

07 Textile floor mats 
 Choose from a range of  
 luxurious velour or 
 needle-felt mats to match  
 your car’s interior   
 (needle-felt available for  
 LHD vehicles only).

08 Smart entry key cover
 An eye-catching design to  
 complement the sporty  
 character of the iQ.   
 Available in a range of  
 colours to match your car.
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Safe
Peace of mind is knowing that your younger passengers can travel in safety 
and comfort with the Toyota range of child restraint seats. Each seat is 
purpose designed for the special needs of particular age groups. 
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01 Babysafe Plus restraint  
 seat 
 Comfort and protection for  
 babies from birth up to  
 around 9 months (up to 13  
 kg). An integral retractable  
 canopy provides   
 protection against the sun  
 and wind.

02 Duo Plus ISO fix restraint  
 seat
 For children of between  
 9 months and 4 years  
 (approximately 9 to 18 kg).  
 For maximum safety, the  
 seat locks into the rear ISO  
 fix bars to anchor directly  
 to the car body and also  
 has a top tether to prevent  
 forward tipping. Deep  
 padded wings increase  
 side impact protection.

03 Kid restraint seat 
 Height adjustable for  
 children between 4 and 12  
 years (approximately 15 to  
 36 kg). A booster seat and  
 adjustable head rest add  
 flexibility for a growing  
 child. 
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Technical innovations
Some say the list of iQ design innovations is probably 
longer than the car itself. Add Toyota iQ hi-tech 
accessories and the list has a whole new chapter. But 
this is not technology for technology’s sake. This is 
technology with a purpose. Every button and display 
is designed to be user friendly. Every function has 
been conceived to satisfy a need. 

The intelligent technology in iQ accessories is second 
nature to Toyota. City driving has a satisfying extra 
dimension because of it.
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Relevant
The technology in iQ accessories always has meaning and relevance. You carry a mobile, so surely you’ll 
want a hands-free kit for your car. You love music; what could be better than indulging your tastes with 
the extraordinary JBL sound system. And then of course there’s navigation. Getting anywhere is so much 
easier with the innovative TNS510 to guide you.

01 Bluetooth® hands-free  
 system*  
 Ideal if your iQ is not  
 already enabled for   
 Bluetooth®   
 communications. An  
 illuminated dashboard  
 control pad and voice  
 recognition commands  
 epitomise ease of use. The  
 system also enables music  
 stored on your phone to be  
 played through the iQ’s  
 speakers.  

02 Bluetooth®   
 complementary kit  
 Added convenience for  
 cars with Bluetooth®  
 streaming via the optional  
 TNS510 navigation   
 system. The kit includes a  
 discreet external antenna  
 and a cable-less cradle to  
 secure your phone and  
 charge its battery.

03 HomeLink  
 Operates up to three home  
 automation systems such  
 as garage doors, drive  
 gates and security lighting  
 from inside your car.  
 Available in 3 colours. 
 

04 Vehicle security system  
 A powerful alarm to   
 complement your iQ’s  
 pre-fitted immobiliser.  
 Includes an inclination  
 sensor to warn of   
 attempted alloy wheel  
 theft and towing. 

05 iPod® connection cable   
 Connects your iPod via the  
 optional TNS510   
 navigation so you can play  
 your music through the  
 iQ’s speakers.

06 DAB  
 Enhances the optional  
 TNS510 navigation to  
 receive digital audio radio  
 broadcasts.
07 JBL premium sound  
 system 
 Optimises your iQ audio for  
 a breathtaking acoustic  
 performance.

08 TNS510 navigation  
 Comprehensive guidance  
 for the entire European  
 mapped road network.

*Contact your Toyota Retailer for 
details of phone compatibility.
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TNS510 navigation system
More than route guidance, the TNS510 is a fully integrated navigation and multi-media centre. 
Touch screen controls on a 5.8” screen make it incredibly easy to use.

For navigation, the directions are provided in full map colour graphics synchronised with clear voice 
commands. You get fast route calculations, a destinations memory and Dynamic Route Guidance** 
to help avoid traffic problems.

Multi-media features include an integral radio, WMA/MP3/CDX compatible CD player, Bluetooth® 
streaming and comprehensive connectivity including an AUX socket and USB slot. Full iPod 
integration with your TNS510 is available with the addition of the iPod® connection cable.

**Dynamic Route Guidance depends on the availability of Traffic Message Channel radio broadcasts.

JBL premium sound
Custom designed to integrate with and enhance your iQ’s audio. The JBL premium sound system 
maximises listening quality whether the source is on disc, stored on a personal music player or 
coming from your car’s radio. Features include a 330 watt DSP amplifier, front tweeters and 
speakers, and co-axial speakers in the rear. The combined effect produces exceptional spatial clarity 
comparable to top quality home audio systems.
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For you and your car
Sometimes it’s the little things in city life that make a big difference. iQ 
accessories consider the details of helping care for you and your car.

01 Fire extinguisher,   
 warning triangle, first aid  
 kit  
 Essential preparation for  
 the unexpected.

02 Reflecting jacket  
 See and be seen is a golden  
 rule of personal safety.

03 Touch-up paint   
 Available in stick and  
 aerosol for those little  
 scratches.

04 Spare light bulb kit   
 Be sure, be safe with a  
 complete set of   
 replacement bulbs.

05 Replacement battery   
 A perfect fit for your iQ.

06 Car care systems   
 Glass cleaner, upholstery  
 cleaner, leather cleaner,  
 windscreen washer fluid.
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Accessory range list
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Fog lamp contour 07 
Foot-well illumination  17 
Glove bag  19 
HomeLink  24 
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Leather interior  18 
Lowering springs  09 
Mirror cover 07
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